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L. R. Shenton (*) and K. O. Bowman (**) 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Whittaker's 1916 paper [5] on the theory of con- 
tinued fractions (c. f.'s) seems to have been entirely 
overlooked. Very briefly, to quote Whittaker, "The 
great impediment to the use of continued fractions 
in theory of functions and differential equations i
the want of algorithms for adding, multiplying, and 
differentiating them". Later in the introduction, he 
goes on "In the present paper we are chiefly con- 
cerned with the expansion and differentiation of con- 
tinued fractions from this point of view". He is refer- 
ring to c. f.'s from the viewpoint of the ratio of con- 
tinuant determinants. 
The object of this note is to describe these generalized 
c.f.'s which basically relate to the sums (differences 
and products) of ordinary c. f.'s, and indeed, are 
related to the extension of a minimum property of 
c.f.'s described by Stiehjes and generalized by one of 
us ([1], [21). 
2. THE MATRIX APPROACH 
Consider the c. f. 
O(x) - 1 al 
b+x-  b l+x  ... 
in relation to the equations 
x" = (x! + ~_~' 
where 
x= [Xo, x I ... . .  xn] , 
X = [Xo, X 1 ..... Xn] , 
and 
-b + x c 1 
d 1 b I + x 
M= 
0 d 2 
0 
c 2 
b2+x 
a n 
_ _ bn+x 
(1) 
dn-1 
, (2) 
bn_l+ x c n 
d n b n + x 
Then, at least formally, 
~" = (xI + _M)-IK" (3) 
so that i fx s, X s = 0 for s > 1, we see that x0/X 0 is 
the leading element in (xI + M) -1, which is, of course, 
(1) in a different notation. 
The concept is extended as follows. Suppose that in 
addition to (2) we have, with Z__ = [Z 0, Z 1 ..... Zn], 
x_'= (y I+M)Z' ,  
so that 
X'= (xI+ M)(y I+ _M)Z', (4) 
and 
Z'= {(xI+ _M) (y I+ _M)}-Ix" (5) 
As before, Z0/X 0 is the leading element in the matrix 
inverse, the matrix now being a product of two con- 
tinuant matrices and having nonzero elements in the 
five main diagonals only. Since we are ultimately 
interested in a determinantal r tio, the commutative 
property of the matrix product is of little concern. 
But Z0/X 0 is the leading term in 
1 { I I_ ) (6) 
x -y  y I+M x I+M 
which is [¢ (y) - ¢ (x) ] / (x - y); if x = y the matrix 
becomes (xI+ M__) -2 and the leading term relates to 
- de (x) / dx, and this is Whittaker's expression (19). 
3. RELATION TO MINIMAL APPROACH OF 
STIELTJES 
Define, with suitable restrictions on ~ (.), 
~ d~(t) 
f(n) = / - fn 
b 0 b I b 2 b 3 
n + 1 + n + 1 +. . . ,  
the even and odd convergents being P2s(n~/q2s(n) 
and P2s + 1 (n) / q2s + 1 (n)" 
(7) 
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Stieltjes [3] showed that for n > 0, the minimum 
value of 
? d@(t) {s ~ X s ( t+n)  s}2 
0 t+n =0 
is f (n) - P2m (n) / q2m(n). Similarly 
min .o m 
Xs f0 tt+ndCV(t) {sY.0= X s ( t+n)s}  2
is P2m + 1 (n) / q2m + 1 (n) - f(n). An equivalent formu- 
lation for the even part of the c.f. considers ({Ts(t) } 
being a set of arbitrary real polynomials) 
min ** m }2 
A s f ( t+n)  d#( t ) (  1 0 t +----ff - s~0 As Ts(t) (8) 
and for the Odd part a similar expression with weight 
function t (t + n) d ~ (t). The advantage of (8) is that 
it leads to the continuant determinantal ratio when 
{T s (t) } is the orthogonal set with respect o d ~ (t) 
and to the usual series form ([1] expressions (49)-(56) 
for example) when {T s (t)) is the set orthogonal with 
respect o (t + n) d ~k (t). 
A generalization now treats 
min b 1 ~ AsTs(t)} 2 (9) 
A s a f 7r (t) dtp(t) (7rr( t )  s=0 
where rr  (t) > 0 for t in (a, b) and is a polynomial of 
degree r. If r = 2 we are led to approximants o 
bd~(t )  [ t2+pt+q=(t+Zl ) ( t+z2  )]
g (Zl'Z2) = aJ" t2 +pt+q 
(lO) 
consisting of the ratio of  two generalized continuants 
(determinants with nonzero elements in the five main 
diagonals). Note that 
g (z 1' z2) = If(z2) - f (Zl)] / (Zl - z2)' and is the value 
of the leading element in the inverse of the symmetric 
0i , j ]  r for r = 2, 3 matrix [ i= j = 1 
where 
Oi, i =q+ 2pc i+c?+a*_ l+a i, 
Oi, i+ I = (p+ c i+ ci+ 1) v/a i, 
0i, i+2 = v/(aiai+l) ' (11) 
0i, i+ s =-0, s> 2, 
and 
f ( z ) -  a0 al a2 
z+c  1 - z+c  2 - 
with 
a s - * as ,  s> l ,  a~=0 
z+c 3 . . . .  
Illustration 
Let 
** e -t dt ;, (12) 
where  
f ( z ) -  1 12 22 
z+l  - z+3-  z+5 - (13) 
and 
f ( z )=7 e-tdt  , 
0 t+z  
so that E (n) = [f ( - i  v/n) - f (i v/n)] / (2i v/n). Then E (n) 
is the leading element in the inverse of segments of the 
matrix 
n+2 4 
4 n+14 
1.2 4.22 
0 2.3 
0 0 
0 0 
1.2 0 0 0 . 
4.22 2.3 0 0 
n+38 4.32 3.4 0 • • 
4.32 n +74 4.42 4.5 
3.4 4.42 n+122 4.52 
0 4.5 4.52 n+182 . 
for which 
I 0i, i =n+ 6i 2 -6 i+2 
1 
0i, i+ l  4i2 
Oi, i + i ( i+ l ) .  
A few successive approximants (which in fact form an 
increasing sequence for n > 0) are : 
f(O/1) = 1 
n+2 ' 
n + 14 
f (1 /2)= n2 + 16n+12 ' 
n 2 + 52n + 276 (14) 
f(2/3) = n3 + 54n2 + 360n + 144 
f (3/4) = n 3 + 126n 2 + 2792n+ 7824 
n 4 + 128n 3 + 3024n 2 + 11520n + 2880 
f (4 /5 )  = 
n 4 + 248n 3 + 13924n 2 + 17808n + 306720~_._.--. 
n 5 + 250n 4 + 14400n 3 + 201600n 2 + 504000n+ 86400 
It can be shown (see expression (18) of [1]) that the 
sequence converges to E(n), certainly for n > 0 (in 
fact, for n in the complex plane excluding (0, -**)). It 
seems these approximants do not occur in the Pad6 
table. In fact, the corresponding Pad6 set arise from 
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the c.f. for 
e-C~dt 
f** 2 ¢~(n + t) ' 
0 
and 
P[O/1]- 1 
n+2 ' 
(15) 
P[ l /2 ] -  5n + 158 
5n 2 + 168n + 216 
P[2/3] = 149n2 + 19712r~ + 346236 
149n 3 + 20010n 2 + 382680n + 392400 ' 
26825n 3 + pn 2 + qn + r 
P[3/4] - 
26825n4+ an 3 + bn 2 + cn + d 
- (16)  
where p = 9162382, q = 659127416, r = 8435409648, 
a = 9216032, b = 676915680, c = 9587370240, 
d= 8482723200. 
It is interesting to note the larger coefficients in (16) 
compared to corresponding expressions in (14). Also 
note that it may be shown that for approximants 
such as (14) 
f (s /s  + 1) - r (n )  = 0(n - s - l )  
whereas P[s/s + 1] - E (n) = 0 (n-2S). Thus, the Pad~ 
approximants have a better agreement with the coef- 
ficients in the asymptotic development of E (n), but 
this does not imply that they are better approximants 
in the sense of closeness. In fact, we have the follow- 
ing comparison : 
s f (s /s  +1) P(s/s +1) 
1 .5172 .4190 
2 .5886 .4604 
3 .6120 .4854 
n True Value 
1 .6214 
1 .3333 .2937 
2 .3529 .3118 
3 .3564 .3216 
2 .3574 
1 .1624 .1550 
2 .16408 .1588 
3 .16410 .1606 
5 .1644 
The least squares approximants [f (s/s + 1)] do not, 
however, maintain this trend for larger n. Thus, 
P (2/3) > f(2/3) for n > 40 and P (3/4) > f(3/4) for 
n > 252 approximately; a rough approximation to 
the next case, P (4/5) > f(4/5) is n > 148. From the 
first few cases, it appears that the difference 
P (s/s + 1) - f (s /s  + 1) is of order n - s -3  (s even) and 
n - s -2  ( s odd). 
4. CONCLUSION 
Further new properties of these minimal integral square 
approximants are reserved for a sequel. They concern 
recurrence relations and remainder expressions. Ursell 
[4] has shown that, for example, symmetric deter- 
minants with 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 diagonals follow recur- 
sions of orders 5, 15, 49, 169, 604, respectively. 
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